
WELCOME!
The Grand Hôtel in Stockholm has been home to celebrities, 

high-profile events and everyday bon-vivants since 1874.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT:

To love champagne is to love life itself. Nowadays, champagne
lovers have their own watering hole right here at the Grand Hôtel.

THE CHAMPAGNE BAR
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Everybody feels at home at the Cadier Bar, Stockholmers and hotel
guests alike.

THE CADIER BAR
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The hotel’s first summer verandas were built over a century ago.
Since then, the Veranda restaurant has been a favourite meeting
place for Stockholmers and tourists alike.

VERANDAN
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A visit to Mathias Dahlgren is a gastronomic event for those
interested in exclusive simplicity in a relaxed, comfortable
environment with a friendly atmosphere.

MATHIAS DAHLGREN RESTAURANTS
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Grand Affections will brighten your day with everything from
jewelry, shoes and spa products.

GRAND AFFECTIONS
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Here at the Grand Hôtel, Nobel Laureates, celebrities and everyday
bon vivants have been meeting and mingling since we opened in
1874.

EVENTS
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Proximity to the sea, and the islands and nature of the Stockholm
archipelago is the inspiration behind a spa far from the ordinary

SPA & FITNESS
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Recharge your batteries in one of the most exclusive and unique spa
suites in the world. 

SPA SUITES

GRAND SOLEIL

Grand Soleil, which means big sun in French, invites guests to
Stockholm's sunniest destination, where the warmth and atmosphere of
the French and Italian Riviera permeates every moment. 
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THE CHAMPAGNE BAR

To love champagne is to love life itself. Nowadays, champagne lovers have

their own watering hole right here at the Grand Hôtel. By the entrance to

the Cadier bar, adjacent to the lobby, is a beautifully designed champagne

bar, where you can enjoy an extensive range of champagne from the best

champagne houses and vintages without having to order a bottle.  End the

day with a glass of 2011 Ruinart vintage or start the evening with a glass of

2008 Dom Pérignon. 

HAPPINESS IS A GLASS OF BETTER BUBBLY.
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THE CADIER BAR

Everybody feels at home at the Cadier Bar, Stockholmers
and hotel guests alike. This spectacular bar is a popular
gathering spot for an after work drink, informal meetings
and nights out on the town, bubbling with Champagne.
Hungry? Check out our bar menu. You’ll also find an à la
carte breakfast,  lunch and of course afternoon tea for those
who have difficulty tearing themselves away from our comfy
sofas.

AFTERNOON TEA

Get together  over a classic afternoon tea, featuring an
assortment of sandwiches, pastries and scones, topped off
with curd, whipped cream, smetana and a variety of
homemade jams. Indulge in our collection of carefully
selected teas, including our very own blend the ‘Grand
Hôtel’s Finest Tea Blend’. And a perfectly chilled glass of
Champagne from Ruinart usually makes the cakes taste even
better.

The Cadier bar is
named after Régis

Cadier, French chef and
the founder of the hotel.
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WE TAKE COCKTAILS SERIOUSLY

The Grand Hôtel already began developing cocktail
concepts at the Cadier Bar back in 2018. Now, as a next
step, the Cadier Bar is presenting a new cocktail menu with
14 handcrafted cocktails based on taste memories. Each
drink presents a distinct flavour that conveys a sense of
recognition. Tastes and flavours that Swedes grow up with;
ones that bring back vivid memories and associations.
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VERANDAN

The hotel’s first summer verandas were built over a century
ago. Since then, the Veranda restaurant has been a favourite
meeting place for Stockholmers and tourists alike, especially
for those celebrating something special. Enjoy a marvellous
breakfast, lunch or dinner, with a wonderful view of the
waterfront and the Royal Palace. We also offer delicious
buffets and classic smörgåsbord, served with the hotel’s very
own snaps, Grand Aquavit 1874.

THE VERANDA’S THEMED MENU WEEKS

Throughout the year we celebrate the changing of the
seasons and traditional festivities with themed menu weeks
at the Veranda restaurant. First up is our Västerbotten
buffet, followed by an Easter buffet, a crayfish party,
shellfish weeks, our Mårten Gås goose fête and a spectacular
Christmas smörgåsbord. And we ring in the New Year with
a grandiose New Year’s supper. 
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GRAND SOLEIL

Grand Soleil, which means big sun in French, invites guests
to Stockholm's sunniest destination, where the warmth and
atmosphere of the French and Italian Riviera permeates
every moment. 

Together with Mathias Dahlgren, the Grand Hôtel's
kitchen team has created a concept with a menu based by
the best flavors from the Riviera, accompanied by
champagne, a well-selected list of French wine and
refreshing non-alcoholic options. We are also serving
brunch on the weekends, don't miss out on our Riviera
Brunch on Saturdays where we have a real sunny Riviera
atmosphere with DJ on set.

Grand Soleil is not just a restaurant, it is also a tribute to the
glamorous Riviera and the sunny aesthetic along the coast. If
you want to cool off, you do it best with our own sunfeather
- The Grand Soleil Fan.
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MATHIAS DAHLGREN

A visit to Mathias Dahlgren is a gastronomic event for those
interested in exclusive simplicity in a relaxed, comfortable
environment with a friendly atmosphere.

MATBAREN

Matbaren is a modern bistro, an informal restaurant in
keeping with the times. Enjoy one or more medium-sized
dishes and accompanying wines by the glass, either served at
a table or up at our large bar counter. Based on the very best
of fresh seasonal produce, our menu changes on a daily
basis. 

"-My philosophy: With a Swedish identity on a
regional platform, I create my cuisine, open for

local as well as global ingredients and influences. A
cuisine based on natural produce and natural taste

– the natural cuisine." 

SEAFOOD GASTRO 

Mathias Dahlgren
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Seafood Gastro is a gastronomic experience with aquatic
ingredients that live in, by or on the water. 

The tasting menu is enhanced with other top-quality
marine produce not naturally found in our region – all
carefully procured from select suppliers and drawn from
open waters and sustainable farms alike. PRIVATE DINING

In connection to the new restaurant, two
separate parts for private dining will take place.
Here, the guest has the opportunity to propose a
direction for the menu, where Mathias’ team
puts their gastronomic touch on the food and
beverage. 



GRAND AFFECTIONS
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Grand Affections will brighten your day with everything from jewelry, shoes and spa
products to elegantly-packed culinary delights from our kitchen. This is the place to

come to when you are looking for that something special – great for last minute gifts too.
So stop by for some inspiration and solve your gift-giving dilemmas seven days a week.
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EVENTS AND
RECEPTIONS

As an outstanding venue for social occasions, we cater to all sizes of events

such as smaller dinners, meetings, jubilee celebrations, conferences, gala

dinners, premieres and more. Get together in a French 1700s milieu or

create your own setting in one of our more contemporary rooms, perfect

venues for any kind of family events like anniversaries, weddings or birthday

celebrations.  The only limit is your imagination. Our experienced staff is at

hand to assist with everything from project management and menus to

lighting and flower arrangements. 

At the Bolinderska Palatset, one of Sweden’s national heritage buildings,

you’ll find space for private discussions in the rooms adjoining the

conference rooms. You can also hire an entire floor if needed. And if you are

looking for something more spacious there’s always the heritage-rich

Spegelsalen and the Vinterträdgården, with adjoining parlours, where all

events are guaranteed to be spectacular.

HERITAGE-RICH EVENT SPACES FOR CONNOISSEURS
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SPA & FITNESS

How can we make your day a perfect one? Regardless of
whether you are looking for some alone time or want to
spend time with your loved ones, our Nordic Spa is the
place to visit. Enjoy a classic Swedish massage, delight in a
beauty treatment, be challenged by our personal trainers,
visit our doctor of traditional Chinese medicine or stretch
out with our chiropractor. Here, at the Nordic Spa &
Fitness, we offer a handpicked team of therapists, coaches
and specialists waiting to lend a helping hand.

Relax in a sauna and take a refreshing dip, just like in the
skerries. Feel tranquillity in our beautiful, late-summer
warm pool. Fit in an energizing and empowering visit to our
gym. Enjoy a treatment that relaxes or revives, depending on
one’s state of mind.

SPA TREATMENTS

A spa treatment can make all the difference in the world. It
can help you relax after a hard day’s work or recharge your
batteries before a demanding assignment. It can also be a
well-deserved reward after a long, tough challenge, or simply
a luxurious treat to indulge in. Whatever the reason, we
offer the spa treatments and experiences that make your
world slow down for a moment. And you’ll leave much
happier than when you arrived. Welcome!
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SPA SUITE EXPERIENCE

Gaze over the waterfront in a relaxing pool for two.
Recharge your batteries in one of the most exclusive and
unique spa suites in the world.  Each suite has separate
massage rooms, where you can indulge in one of our
exclusive suite experiences. While you are free to tailor your
suite experience exactly as you please,we also have a lot of
inspiring suggestions. 
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